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What would citizenship have been 
worth to Geraldine? 
The Worth of Citizenship
The Worth of Citizenship
1. What is the relationship between naturalization and immigrants 
income? What causes this relationship? 
2.   Is there a selection issue? Causation vs. correlation?
3.   What hinders immigrants from naturalizing?  
4.   What points of action should be considered? 
Why naturalize at all? 
Citizens have higher income 
and lower poverty rates 
than non citizens. 
Gaining citizenship is strongly 
correlated with an increase in income 
Research Shows:
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Is there a selection issue? 
Is there a selection issue? 
The Bottom Line: 
Citizenship is worth a significant increase in income 
for immigrants. 
As immigrants income increases…
...tax revenue also increases! 
And as immigrants income increases…
...tax revenue also increases! 
Ideally? 
We should have more naturalization than we currently do. 
✓ Eligible for U.S citizenship 
✓ Want U.S citizenship 
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DACA & TPS
Reality? 
9,200,000 LPR - haven’t naturalized 
 
700,000 DACA - unable to naturalize
317,000 TPS - unable to naturalize 
Reality? 
 
700,000 LPR - choose to naturalize each year 
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317,000 TPS - unable to naturalize 
9,200,000 LPR - haven’t naturalized 8 5




Don’t want to 
Don’t know how
Not eligible for citizenship
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What is the solution?
1. Citizenship Drives
2. Financial Aid (Fee Waivers, Loans)
3. Give DACA and TPS holders legal permanent status

